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Abstract 
Managing tourism and its ancillary matters always remained a 
challenging issue, primarily, for less developed countries. Owing to this 
fact, tourism laws were developed. The case of Pakistan was not different 
where Pakistan Tourist Guide Act 1976 and Pakistan Tourist Guide 
Rules 1996, had developed for managing the affairs of tourism.  The 
religion of Islam was not different in this regard, and, therefore, on 
several written and verbal attempts motivated the believers to perform 
travel in search of knowledge, wisdom, exposure and etc. Moreover, an 
effective legislation had been developed for the elaboration and safeguard 
of tourists’ rights and duties respectively. Such legal spectrum could be 
found in the Holy Qurān, hadīth and work of Fuqahā (classical Muslim 
jurists). The present work tried to investigate whether Pakistan Tourist 
Guide Act 1976 and Pakistan Tourist Guide Rules 1996 were in 
conformity with the basic principles, envisaged by Sharī’ah for tourism 
or not Findings showed that majority of such rules were not in line with 
the basic tourism laws in Islam. Additionally, it was also found  that 
Islamic guidelines and legislation, about traveling and touring, were 
more comprehensive and versatile in nature comparatively Tourist Guide 
Rules, prevailing in Pakistan.  
Keywords: Tourism Law, Law, Legal System, Travel, Tourist, Islamic 
Law, Sharīʿah 

Introduction: 
Of course, with the development of social, technological and economic 

facets, there had been a prevailing tendency of mankind to achieve excellence.  
Academic discourse, since long, centered through multiple lenses, was 
debating on this progression. Wheel invention, being one of these 
developmental aspects, facilitated travel and tour; catalyzing the past barriers 
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of communication. Different religions, too,  urge their followers for  visiting 
and participating in respective ceremonials. The religion of Islam was also not 
inaudible in this regard. The Holy Qurān, therefore, stated  "Travel through the 

earth and see how Allah did originate creation”.1. Another verse of Holy Qurān 
revealed the  same fact by stating, “Travel through the earth and see what was the 

end of those who rejected Truth”.2 The teachings of Hadīth offered, too, the same 
narration for travelling and touring. Abu Umamah narrated as, “A man said: 
Messenger of ALLAH, allow tourism for me. The Holy Prophet (SAW) said: The 

tourism of my people is striving in the path of ALLAH, the exalted”.3 Moreover, 
such theological directions later on had become permanent part of legislative 
archives. In course of traveling and touring, such legislation is labeled, 
without any known reason, as ‘Islamic Tourism Laws’.4 While explaining and 
interpreting these laws, unanimity, consolidation and harmony had  been a 
prime objective of the Muslim jurists . They minutely described the do’s and 
don’ts for demand side of tourism - incoming tourists and hosting 
community. Such profound legal data base could be found in various 
concepts i.e. Dimmī, Mustāmen and etc. On support service side (hospitality5), 
these laws assisted, too, the Islamic governments to have a legal spectrum that 
control the tourism business.  Pakistan, being a typical Islamic country,6 also 
inculcated these kinds of laws in its legal spectrum related to tourism – 
though to a very minor extent. However, courtesy of British laws had also 
resorted while legislating such laws. 

In Pakistan, required attention had not given to the development of 
tourism laws.  Tourists Guide Rules 1996 was the single available document 
dealing with tourism and other related issues.   Previous to this legal 
document, ‘Tourists Guide Act 1976’ was legislated which badly failed in 
fulfilling the intended objectives. Instead of having a lot of potentials for 
tourism, an effective legislation was not made at all.  This fact put the tourism 
and its development at the back foot and, as a result, paved a way for meager 
economic condition. In addition, Islamic tourism and travel teachings, having 
universal acceptances and importance, were also not inculcated, leaving 
behind an unaddressed avenue. In past, a variety of research endeavors had 
been made for debating the association of tourism, Islam and law. The work 
of Joan C Henderson7, for instance, had a worth to be cited here; bridging the 
religion, tourism and law i, e ‘Islamic Tourism’8. His findings revealed that 
Islamic Tourism had justified the religion of Islam as being a complete code of 
life.  .9 Kadir H. Din, a renowned scholar, offered the same work where he 
asserted the teachings of Islam in favor of travelling and touring10 in his view 
Islamic law had facilitated religious tourism, facilitated the travelers and 
tourists. 11  In the view of Ala Al Hamarneh & Christian Steiner Islamic 
Tourism has been conversed and designated as savior of the national 
economies, mainly in Muslim countries.12 While Yuengn Xu & Nancy Gard 
McGehee argued that tourism law in perspective of tour guiding, has 
remained a shield against potential fraudulent sufferings for incoming 
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tourists.13Comparative to this, in the country of Pakistan, such legal spot of 
tourism is missing and the solitary document in this regard i.e. ‘Tourist Guide 
Act 1976’, also seem to be legislated overlooking the legal and social 
compulsions of Islam.  

This study is related, predominantly, to the history of tourism law in 
Pakistan, its historical evolution in a comparative manner with the historical 
development of tourism law in Islamic law.  Following this, shared aspects 
among both, are discussed minutely. Moreover, novel avenues, above all, of 
tourism law in Pakistan to be launched at academic and legal levels.  In 
addition, suggestions are made, at various places, for inculcating Islamic 
tourism guidelines in the existing tourism laws in Pakistan. Moreover, few 
suggestions are also offered for legislators to legislate effective tourism laws 
in future – the laws which can guide both host and tourists in a best possible 
way.   

Methodology: 
Dealing with any discipline of social sciences, primarily, where 

historical, chronological and comparative aspects are intended to be 
investigated, discourse analysis, indeed, is always considered more viable and 
appropriate by the academic circles. Considering the same, the current study 
does adopt this methodology to construe the verbal and contextual meanings 
of the issue under investigation. Moreover, for in-depth elaboration of 
tourism law’s history in Islamic law and Pakistan, being prime focus of this 
study, this methodology is more relevant to be utilized. Since long, discourse 
analysis is being used to unveil the contexts, generality and unanimity of the 
texts. Kevin Hennim & Den Know have critically contended in favor of using 
discourse analysis in the emerging tourism research.14 The current study, in 
addition to this, aims to unravel the meanings of the legal and religious texts; 
being used in the conventional and Islamic tourism laws Moreover, in tourism 
studies, principally, in tourism laws, discourse analysis has remained a 
practiced trend for exploring the texts and verbal pieces. Some scholars have 
the same opinion, especially, for tourism development plan and frameworks 
including Peter Burns who have argued over the critical discourse analysis 
and its viability of adaptation in the planning and developmental stages.15  

The study has made a substantial use of secondary data, available in 
both legal archives of Islamic and conventional law, to have a balanced 
investigation. To this end, the required material has been collected from 
printed and online books, reputed journals (predominantly those related to 
the issue under investigation), relevant and updated websites, pertinent 
magazines, newspapers, critical essays etc. Various authentic websites, 
particularly those containing relevant data, have also been utilized in order to 
obtain the updated and authentic information on the issue under probe. In 
case of Islamic jurisprudence, the works classical Muslim jurists, such as, Abū 
al-Walīd Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Rushd16, Imām Muhammad ibn Ahmad 
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ibn Abī Sahal al-Sarkhasī17, Imām al-Shawkānī18, Imām al-Kāsānī19, Ibn 
Qudāmah al-Maqdisī20 and Ibn ‛Ābidīn21.have been resorted to have  
understandings of tourism’s laws in Islamic legal spectrum. The work of 
contemporary Muslim and Non-Muslim jurists is also followed for the same 
reason. However, priority is given to the work of classical Muslim jurists; 
being more reliable and authentic.     

 

History of Tourism Law in Pakistan: 
Geographically and topographically, the country of Pakistan has been 

privileged with the opulent resources of tourism – by one way or another. 
Soon after getting independence from the British Empire, influx of tourist’s 
arrival had been observed on the several tourists’ destinations, for the most 
part, in its northern areas. Moreover, advancement in communication and 
cross-border entry system further smoothed the tourism in this country. As a 
result, a double-mirror situation had been aroused on the spot; disturbed the 
host populace and incoming tourists. To balance these, primarily, the social 
issues, dire need of legal legislation had been felt – both at private and 
government avenues.  

Since independence from the British Rule in 1947, Pakistan had 
adopted numerous legal assistances from  various legal documents ( existed at 
that time in the shape of Acts and Rules) originated in UK. Despite of having 
beneficial nature, these Acts and Rules created some barriers for development 
in tourism laws – as these legal documents were against the basic norms and 
culture of the country.  In addition, these legal documents were inconsistent 
with the basic principles of tourism laws envisaged by Islamic jurisprudence.  

   Legal pace, towards formulating the tourism law here in Pakistan, 
was also quite deliberate, contrary to its geographical, political and 
geopolitical feasible location. This approach was not appropriate for a country 
having a prime tourist destination in South Asia22. Moreover, the overall legal 
position of tourism laws was also not of worth claim, as no single legislation 
had been made by the parliament for tourism and other related issues. The 
formation of official body of tourism i.e. Pakistan Tourism Development 
Corporation ( hereafter PTDC) in 1970 by the government of Pakistan, 
addressing the issues and challenges of emerging tourism industry 23, could 
be considered the only development since 1947.  Comparatively to this, the 
decade of (1970-1980) attracted the government and private sector 
consideration towards the development of tourism laws in the country.   The 
Tourist Guide Act 197624 for instance, could be offered as the examples of 
such development. In the same era, Hotel and Restaurant Act 197625 and 
Hotel and Restaurant Rules 197726  were also legislated to legally assist the 
demand and supply side of hospitality industry here. However, after Tourists 
Guide Acts 1976, it took twenty years for the stakeholders of law to formulate 
Tourists Guide Rules 199627; showing negligence and delay from the 
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government side. 
The National Tourism Policy in Pakistan, in addition to the above, also 

faced some serious delay and there was  no approved tourism policy till 2010. 
In 2010, the National Tourism Policy 2010  was drafted. This draft, ironically,  
did not approve yet. This really effected the demand and supply side of 
tourism28 - might be to an extent that could not be recovered.  The situation 
was made further worst by inculcating the  18th Amendment on April 08,2010; 
as this amendment had transferred  federal rights to provinces. The PTDC, as 
a federal entity, was dissolved along with its physical resources in the 
provinces and separate provincial tourism entities, consequent upon that, had 
formulated. Of course, it was a positive attempt owing to many facts, but 
improper pre-planning left behind a tug of war, at the same time, between the 
federal and provincial bodies for financial and physical resources – and  this 
situation is still in vogue29. After notification of  the 18th Amendment on April 
20, 2010 in the official Gazette of Pakistan, the federal entity i.e. Department of 
Tourism Services (DTS) was dissolved. In addition, individual provincial 
tourism entities had given the task to operate the regional offices of DTS in 
their respective provinces. Besides the unjust allocation of physical sources 
mentioned earlier, there remained some policy level flaws and non-
compliance of some regional/international agreements and charters signed by 
PTDC and DTS. However, instead of these flaws, there  are some merits of 
this devolution; explained by experts of the field.30 Council of Common 
Interests (CCI)31 , for instance, was a very good platform to address the legal 
issues through joint provincial-federal coordination. On the same way, 
formation of separate provincial tourism entities i.e. Tourism Development 
Corporation Punjab(TDCP), Tourism Corporation Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa(TCKP) and Sindh Tourism Development Corporation(STDC) 
could be considered as a good example of that tenure.  However, the province 
of Baluchistan was entirely deprived in this regard.  This fact and many others 
show the unserious attitude of provincial and federal governments towards a 
province, bestowed with opulent resources of tourism. 

 Pertinent to mention the case of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, 
Tourism Corporation Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (TCKP), soon after its formation 
as result of 18th amendment, formulated a distinct Tourism Policy Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa32in 2015;addressing  the issues and challenges of tourism. 
However, this policy had, too, some grass root level flaws; still waiting for 
their solution. Although, 18th Amendment facilitated all the provinces with 
the autonomy on tourism sector and legislation, however,   negligence could  
be observed on provincial government level  in formulating such vital 
credentials. This quite slow legal pace, enriched with inattention, on this 
global emerging trend-tourism- had left this country in an unwanted 
economic circumstance. Justifications to this argument may be the agrarian 
economy; however, opulent tourism resources could be utilized as a 
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sustainable economic alternate. Moreover, being an Islamic Republic33, there 
were compulsions on the state level to formulate the tourism laws in 
accordance with the principles of Islamic law. However, no development had 
been made in this regard instead of the fact that such legal spectrum was 
beneficial for all without any sort of discrimination on the basis of color, 
creed, religion, sect and etc.  

Tourism and Historical Islamic Jurisprudence: 
Travelling and touring in Islam has been appreciated in the Holy 

Qurān and Hadīth  to a great extent. Seeking knowledge, having exposure and 
enriching experience, through travelling has been made obligatory for the 
Muslims. However, some prerequisite conditions and legal responsibilities 
both on travelers and tourists, either Muslims or non- Muslims, have been 
imposed. These legal responsibilities include, predominantly, avoiding of 
gambling,  travelling of unmarried couples and their stay in the same  hotels, 
inappropriate dressing, sale and purchase of alcohol, drugs and  etc.34 ‘Halal 
Hotels’, ‘Muslim Friendly Hospitality Services’35 are the most notable 
concepts in the contemporary industrial discourse of tourism. The World 
Travel Market  describes the ‘Halal Tourism’ as “Tourism activities 
permissible under Islamic law (Sharī’ah) in terms of behavior, dress, conduct 
and diet”36. 

Even the non-Muslim scholars have argued, ironically, the keen role of 
Islamic legislation, about the tourism and leisure.37 In addition, both the Holy 
Qurān and  Hadīth, on various occasions, have stressed for roaming in the 
length and breadth of earth to seek knowledge and exposure. Even some 
fundamental religious duties, including Namāz (Prayers) and Siyām (Fasting) 
have been relieved for travelers. The basic purpose behind such relaxation is 
to keep a traveler   physically and mentally strong – an indispensable level of 
health for enjoying a travel. In response to this un-matchable importance for 
tourism, the renowned travelers like Massoudi38 and Ibn-e- Battuta39, and many 
others, have performed number visits around the world for quenching the 
educational, social and spiritual thirsts; and possibly such travelling has 
become the main reason for their extra ordinary knowledge.    It seems, after a 
profound study of Islamic legal system,  that Sharī’ah has been quite ahead of 
time in formatting the legal stances for travel and touring; justifying this 
religion a complete code of life40. 

Having richness in terms of golden universal principle, many codes of 
tourism laws have followed Islamic tourism laws for attaining effectiveness. 
Owing to this fact, the global code of ethics of UNWTO (United Nations 
World Tourism Organization) has resemblance  with Qurānic verses. Article # 
07 and 08 of code of ethics, for instance, offers, “Right to Tourism” and “Liberty 
of Tourists movements”.  The same principles have been described by the Holy 
Qurān  very prior as,  “Go you, then, for four months, backwards and forwards,(as 
you will), throughout the land, but know you that you cannot frustrate Allah(by your 
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falsehood) but that Allah will cover with shame those who reject Him”41. Another 
verse of Holy Qurān provides the same by stating, “Travel through the earth and 
see how Allah did originate creation; so will Allah produce a later creation; for Allah 

has power over all things”42. On the same way, Article No.1of UNWTO global 
code of ethics states,  “Tourism’s contribution to mutual understanding and respect 

between peoples and societies”43. Article No.4  of the same code has the same 
objectives by stating, “Tourism a user of the cultural heritage of mankind and 

contributor to its enhancement”44. These articles show that the basic purpose of 
tourism is to understand other culture and societies. The same idea has been 
elaborated by the  of Holy Qurān as, “Travel through the earth and see what was 

the end of those who rejected truth”45.  
Of course, the said socio-legal position of tourism in Islamic law is 

quite ahead of contemporary academic debates. Embarking on the same, the 
Muslim Jurists have devoted a substantive portion of their classical work to 
tourism and tourists. Such discussion can be found, predominantly, as 
ancillary to the concepts of Dār-ul-Kufr ( non-Muslim state) and Dār-ul-Islam 
(Muslim state). The work of  Shaybānī46 and Sarakhsī47, the classical Muslim 
jurists of the Hanafī School, is worthy to mention herein.. Shaybānī’s 
explanation of non-Muslim travelers in Muslim countries, their privileges 
during their stay for a maximum duration of one year, seems to be a baseline 
for the general definition of tourist and statistical time period of almost one 
year, elaborated by UNWTO.  Shaybānī, while discussing the same issue, 
states  

“ He [the non-Muslim traveler] could attain a state of temporary peace 

by means of an ‘amān’48, which he could obtain from an official or from a 
private person before entering Islamic lands and becoming a 

‘mustaʾmīn’49. The mustaʾmīn enjoys a status of temporary peace for a 

period not exceeding one year, while in the Dār-al-Islam50”.51 
 The UNWTO defines the tourist in its short elaboration of tourism as,  
“ Tourism comprises the activities of persons travelling to and staying in 
places outside their usual environment for not more than one consecutive 

year for leisure, business and other purposes”.52 
It is evident from above mentioned example that Muslim jurists, 

owing to the teaching of the Holy Qurān and Hadīth, have extensively 
elaborated the rights of travelers in and out Islamic countries. Such evidence 
also supports the notion that the teachings of Islam, particularly, in the Holy 
Qurān, are not just stories of war and power games between different groups; 
but the purpose of describing them in Holy Qurān and Hadīth is to establish 
social and legal backs for the coming generations even till the Day of 
Judgment. Only condition for understanding these embedded meanings and 
interpretations is to broadly consider them with the contextual and 
geographical settings at those early times, medieval and contemporary era. 
Even some Muslim scholars have overlooked the teachings of Islam and 
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confined them to warfare and tactical fields, and the word of ‘Mustamin’ and 
‘Dimmī’53 has also been solely categorized as a term of war only.  Having a  
closer look of the work of classical Muslim jurists,  it can be concluded that 
their work firmly argued about the tourists as Mustamin on Islamic lands and, 
therefore, have rights to be accorded sanctuary on temporary basis while his 
stay.54  They should be treated like common permanent residents of the 
Islamic state; meaning thereby they have equal rights and duties as a common 
citizen.  Such safe-conduct may be rendered to then not only by the  Islamic 
state but by  the individuals ( Muslim citizen) too.  The Holy Qurān confirms 
the same conduct by stating as,  

“If one amongst the pagans ask thee for asylum grant it to  him so that he 
may hear the word of God and then escort him to where he can be secure: 

that is because they are men without knowledge”.55 
However, the above-mentioned clarifications and their comparison 

with modern times, speaks of the fact that Islam, in its very early stages 
described the rule of law, above all, on the subject under consideration.  

Qurān and Hadīth, in addition to the above, bring the concept of“Ibn al-
Sabīl”56 ; a concept that is closely related to the concept of tourism. On various 
junctures the term “wayfarer” or “Ibn al-Sabīl” has been debated to encompass 
the rights and responsibilities of travelers and visitors. Moreover, such terms 
and their textual discourse, indeed, exhibit the fact that Sharī’ah appreciates 
movement of people in search of knowledge, exposure and leisure. In 
addition to these, obligations on the host communities, in respect of travelers, 
have been made compulsory. The verse of Holy Qurān states as: 

“Alms are for the poor and the needy and those employed to administer 
the (funds); for those whose hearts have been (recently) reconciled (to 
truth); for those in bondage and in debt; in the cause of God; and for the 
wayfarer; (thus is it) ordained by God and God is full of knowledge and 

wisdom”.57 
On another occasion, the reward for serving the ‘wayfarer’ has been 

described by the Holy Qurān as: 
 “And know that out of all the booty that ye may acquire (in war) a fifth 
share is assigned to God and to apostle and to near relatives, orphans, the 
needy and the wayfarer if ye do believe in God and in the revelation We 
sent down to Our servant on the day of testing the day of the meeting of 

the two forces. For God has power over all things”.58 
In Hadīth, similar teachings about wayfarers and reward for their 

journeys, has been elaborated on several occasions.. , The following  Hadīth 
can be offered as a solid evidence in this connection  

“I heard the Messenger of Allah say: If anyone travels on a road in search 
of knowledge, Allah will cause him to travel on one of the roads of 
Paradise. The angels will lower their wings in their great pleasure with 
one who seeks knowledge, the inhabitants of the heavens and the Earth 
and the fish in the deep waters will ask forgiveness for the learned man. 
The superiority of the learned man over the devout is like that of the 
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moon, on the night when it is full, over the rest of the stars. The learned 
are the heirs of the Prophets, and the Prophets leave neither dinar nor 
dirham, leaving only knowledge, and he who takes it takes an abundant 

portion”.59 
Renowned Muslim jurists Imām Sarakhsī,  a prominent jurist,  have 

discussed some of the fundamental rights of tourists and host Muslim 
countries’ obligations in regard of these travelers and visitors. According to 
his legal verdicts, particularly in respect of non-Muslim travellers, an ultimate 
sanctuary has been the fundamental right of these incoming visitors. The 
provision of this safe-conduct has been contended as the utmost responsibility 
of the Muslim state.60 The legal status of non-believers on Muslim lands has 
been argued by Majid Khaddurii while commenting the work of Imām 
Shaybani as: “If one of them entered the territory of Islam as a merchant 
without an ‘aman’ except the peace agreement they had made[what would be 
the rulling]? He replied: He would enjoy ‘aman’by virtue of that agreement”61 
His scholarly discussion  has become a permanent feature of legislative 
archives of many Muslim countries.  

Tourism Law of Pakistan and Islam’s Tourism Perspective: A Comparative 
Analysis: 

The tourism law of Pakistan i.e. Pakistan Tourist Guide Rules 199662 
has been formulated on 18th November 1996; aiming to address and resolve 
the official matters of tourism. However, detailed analysis of the seventeen 
rules, elaborated in the same Guide, validates of the fact that Islamic 
perspective of tourism has been overlooked therein.. Though under the 
domain of Rule No. 1563, there are some generic ethical considerations and 
code of conduct, set for both hosts and tourists. These ethical considerations 
and code of conducts have been oriented, ironically, towards the industrialist 
approach of tourism. The Islamic legal ethics, however, is entirely ignored – 
for one reason or another. These legal ethical rules have humanistic and 
sympathetic comprehension about dealing and assisting the tourists in and 
around the Islamic states. Moreover, they guide, both the tourist and the host, 
how to smooth their relations.  Furthermore, being an Islamic Republic, 
absentia of such  legal ethical teachings in a central legal feature of tourism, 
verifies that on state level the prime focus on tourism law has been unheeded.  
Justifications may be posed for such negligence; saying  that inclusion of such 
teachings in legal spot can be a radical religious approach. However, the 
element of care, facilitation, universal receptions and un-biasedness in Islamic 
perspective of tourism, can be a compact counter argument for such 
justification. 

Social and Institutional Implications of Research:  
Legal rules and their interpretations, of course, are always quite 

efficacious in normalizing the societal matters. In case of tourism, such rulings 
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and elucidations are even keener due to exposure of peoples having different 
geographical and cultural backgrounds. Sharī’ah, through its divine approach 
also formulated some basic legislative stances on the same subject – can be 
rightly called the best guidelines for tourism. Current study addresses the 
approach of common law and Islamic law with respect to tourism and 
tourists. Moreover, historical background of the both has been extensively 
debated herein too. While having these merits, social consolidation and 
congruence can be achieved through this humble endeavor. Regarding the 
tourism law, for instance, sense of awareness among the public at large can  
be created. Such awareness may further facilitate in forming the social unity 
and camaraderie; independent from the barriers of creed, color, sect and 
religion. Such studies and similar attempts in future may be novel slant on the 
subject  and equal benefits can be taken at ground level. On institutional 
frontages, such in-depth study may be very helpful , principally, in the 
prospective of policies and laws of tourism; at district, national and 
international level. Inculcations can be made in the existing laws and policies 
of tourism on the basis of principles elaborated in the Holy Qurān, Hadīth and 
works of the classical Muslim jurists. Legislative bodies, as major stakeholders 
of tourism, can take guidance from this study by incorporating the Islamic 
jurisprudence in the existing tourism laws. Moreover,  work of the  classical 
Muslim jurists may be utilized effectively for formulating new or amend the 
existing legal documents. Such study may be beneficial for private sector, 
including tour operators, travel agents and tourism consultants while 
formatting the tour packages - inclusive and exclusive tour itineraries. 
Additionally, this study may also be advantageous for independent free 
lancers, including, tour guides, porters, escorting represents and tourists’ 
facilitators while making the necessary arrangements in service of the tourists.  

Conclusion:  
Since long, legal restrictions have been quite prolific in optimizing the 

humans, residing on the earth. Tourism laws, being one of these common 
laws, justify their place in a contemporary arena; offering legal rules and 
limiting the tourist and host in a more mediator fashion. On the other hand, 
Islam, being second largest religion in the world, has elaborated certain legal 
norms for tourists and hosts. In Pakistan, the legal aspect of tourism is dealt 
by a document called Pakistan Tourist Guide Rules 1996. In-depth analysis of 
endeavors for tourism legislation   reveals that serious negligence has been 
observed by the private and government legal stakeholders. Moreover, it is 
also noted that such laws are also in conformity with the basic principles of 
Islamic law, envisaged for tourism – both at tourist and host levels. There are 
many reasons owing to which such laws are not put in line with those of 
Islamic law. However, the main among these is the unawareness of the 
legislators regarding Islamic tourism laws. After having a profound study of 
such laws confirms that these are quite ahead of time in regard of travelers, 
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tourists and hosts, irrespective of color, creed, religion and etc. Moreover, 
such brilliant legal rules and their interpretations can be presented as solid 
evidences as counter arguments against the wrong perception in respect of 
this religion i.e.  Islam is against the tourism or its ancillary services. 
However, some prohibitions have been posed by Islamic law to keep the 
social system in an optimal mode.  The Holy Qurān urges the believers to 
roam around the world in pursual of knowledge, wisdom and exposure. 
Through this research, an attempt has been made to elaborate the celebrated 
history of tourism i.e. the legal and Islamic approach. Embarking on the same, 
tourism law of Pakistan and its historical progress has been discussed 
critically. Moreover, comparative analysis of the same with Islamic 
jurisprudence has also been carried out. The Present work, primarily, deals 
with the concept of tourism in Islamic law . However, in course of academia, 
this approach is overlooked – for one reason or another. The  approach of 
Islam about tourism, discussed herein, may be offered in the curriculum of 
tourism management degrees – both at undergraduate graduate levels.. 
Additionally, such inculcation may be made, too, in associate degrees, 
diploma programs, short-skilled certifications and crash courses of tourism. It 
can produce well-accustomed manpower having conceptual understanding of 
religious approach of tourism. Moreover, on schools and colleges levels 
inclusion of these subjects can be, indeed, an innovative attempt for clasping 
the graduates with Islamic perspective of tourism. Moreover, such approach 
can be adopted in case of typical religious institutions.   
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